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Abstract

Recently the standards of a Pan
european digital celIular mobife
system have been agreed upon and the
implementation of the system will
sÈart in the early 1990's. The ini-
tial deployment will cover the major
clties and traffic routes. To
achieve a faster wide area coverager
the cooperation of a satellite sys-
tem with the terresÈria1 cellu1ar
network appears an interesting
solution, provided that as far as
possibl-e the same protocols can be
used in the Èwo environments, This
paper proposes an approach to the
close integration of a satellite
system with the cellular network,
aiming at a solution using the same
protocols except the RF part of the
physical layer and the synchroniza-
Èion strateg'y in the access phase.
fhis approach, using essentially the
same mobile terminal eguipment for
both the satellite and the cellular
systems, would lead to a cost effec-
tive and efficient technical solu-
tion for the land mobile communica-
tions towards the 21st century.
l"loreover the system here proposed
can be extended to aeronautical and
maritime mobiles, so that a unified
integrated l- and-aeronauticaÌ - -
maritime (IJ\M) system can be con-
ceived for all mobiles.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently the CEPT Study Group on Mobiles
has defined the specifications about the
standards of the new generation of a Pan
European Cel1uIar Mobile Communication System
(the so calÌed GSM System) i1l. This system
had to fulfill the following main
requirements:

- to provide a fu1l roaming capability in
a1I participating networks (countries) '

- to provide basic telephone services as
weLl as a wide choice of non-voice
services.

- to offer a traffic capacity higher than

that in existing systems,
- to be compatibÌe with the fSDN, where and

when it will be available.

The GSl,l sysÈem f oresees a compl,ete
coverage of the interested areas by means of
cells and does not take into consideration any
possible rol-e of a mobile satellite system
cooperating with the terrestriaL GSl'{ network
to provide a wider and guicker arèa coverage.
The role of a satellite system integrated with
the teEestrial GSM system appears to be a
reasonable choice, takj-ng into account thats

- the deployment of the GSM system will- be
necessarily slow and at the early stages
of implementation (about 1995) limited to
some specific areas (larger cities, main
routesr.");

- the technical specifications proposed for
the GSU system could be used to design a
satellite system closely integraÈed with
the terrestrial mobil-e network,

The aim of this paper is tso outline the
structure of such a satellite system and to
pretiminaril-y assess its performance. After
briefly recalling in sect' 2 the structure and
the characteristics of the GSM network, sect"
3 proposes an approach for a satell-ite system
closely integrated with the terrestrial GSM
network outlining the main problems to be
solved and the alternatives towards this solu-
tion and sect, 4 presents the achievable per-
formance for a irresently reasonable choice of
the system parameters '

2. GS}{ SYSTEU ARCHTTECTURE

The main building blocks of the GSM

system, which are indicated in Fig. 1, are
[1]:
- the Mobile Station (MS)
- the Base Station (BS), to which the MS is

connected through a radio link; a BS con-
trols a number of ceIls.

- the l"lobile-services Switching Centre
(MSC), to which the BS's are connected
through a terrestrial fink; the MSC is
the inÈerface between the fixed ter-
restrial neÈwork and the GSM network.

The coffect operation of the GSM system
reguires exchanging informations during a call
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to/from a mobile and during the periods when
thé mobile is id1e. The GSll network must keep
track of the location of each mobile both when
it is idle and when a call is in progress; in
the latter case also a dynamic routing of the
call in progress must be implernented to
guarantee connecting the mobile going from one
ce]I to another (handover). À,11 the signaling
informations related to these functions are
provided accordingly as close as possible to
the CCITT Signaling System No. 7 (with the use
of the l.lobile Application Part).

The specifications for the proposed GSM
system are the following:

- Digital transmission for voice and non-
voice servicesl

- Frequency bandwidthst 25+25 Wlz (890-915
and 935-950 MHz bands);

- Carrier spacing: 200 kHz, providing 125
available cariers in 25 Mltz bandwidth;

- frequency reuse: 9 groups of carriers for
the cellular operation;

- Multiple access: TDMA with I channels per
caftier;

- TDUA frame format (Fig. 2):
frame length 4.615 ns
slot duration 577 ps
qruard times 30 gs
frame bit rate 270.833 kb/s;

- Channel data rate: 22.8 kb,/s
(informations plus coding) ;

- CeII capacity: about LLz channels per
ce11;

- ltodulation: Gaussian llinimum Shift Keying
(GusK);

- voice coding: 13 kb/s Linear Predictive
Coding;

- Data: 300 to 1200 b/s asynchronous, 1200
to 9600 b/s synchronous;

- Circuit-switched and packet-switched
services to bè provided.

3 " ITflTBGR"ÀTED SATEIITITE/GST.I SYSTEU

From the user's point of view a com-
municatien system for mobiles employing both a
sateLlite netr^rork and the GSM network is fully
integrated when the user is not aware whet,her
the actual connection goes through the satel-
lite or the GSU networks. In such a system the
Ì1S must be able to use the satellite or the
GSM facilities in a transparent way to the
user (Fig. 1).

From a system point of view the integra-
tion of the satellite and GSM networks
requires the use in both networks of the same
protocols for the mobilè terminals and for the
fixed stations.

Of course the RF part of the MS transmit-
ter and receiver must be separated for the
satelLite and the GSI'I networks. Thus a techni-
cally efficient approach would be to think of
a Ì1S having the same protocols (i.e. the same
hardware and software equipment) with the ex-
ception of the RF part.

The operation . of the I.1S should be to
select at any instant of time which one of the
two links lsatellite or cSM) has better
characteristics, for exampJ-e comparing the
level"s of the signals received from the satel-
lite and from the GS!1 base station. Note that
the MS, even when idle, receives signals from
Èhe GSM netrdork and that the selection of the

]ink is already foreseen in the GSM sysÈem for
the managing of handover and location
informationsi thus the operation of a MS is an
extension of existing functions for the inclu-
sion of a satellite system.

The main procedures from a network point
of view for the integrated satellite/GsM sys-
tem are:

a) location registration
b) call handling
c) handover
d) synchronization of the TDMA access.

One interesting outcome of, the analysis
reported in [2] is that the same protocols of
the GSU neÈ$rork can be used to implement the
first three procedures and that the Earth Sta-
tions (ESs) of the satellite system play the
role of the MSCs and their associated BSs.
Differently, the synchronization procedure
reguires some adaptations.

3.1 Synchronization strategy

For the synchronization strateg'y of the
TDI'{À access both in the GSM system and in the
satellite system we must distinguish two
states (modes of operation):

i) no::nral state, which is presenÈ during the
call already 5-n progress i

ii) aècess state, which is present in the
call setup request phase, e"g" at the
start of a new connection or at handover"

i) Normal State

In the eSr'l sysÈem during normal oPera-
tions (e.g" during the call in progress) the
BS continuously monitors the delay from the MS

and, when the delay changes, communicates Èhe
variation to the MS, that accordingly updates
its transmisslon time instant. In that vray the
burst transmitted by a MS is always coEectly
positioned within the assigned timeslot and a
guard time of about 30 ps is sufficient for
any cell size.- The same Procedure can be appl-ied in a
satellite system, performing the mèasurements
on board or at an earth station. Therefore no
change in the GSM synehronization procedure is
neces§ary in this state.

ii) Access State

In the GSM access state, the MS sends an
Access Burst (À,8) of 88 bits (0.325 ms) with a
guard time of 68.25 bits (0.252 ns) ' Tn this
étate the lits has no information on its posi-
tion relative to the BS, but the guard time is
sufficient Èo alLow for a maximum ce1l radius
of about 35 Isn. Thus in the GSM system the
duration of one slot is sufficient even in Èhe
access state.'In a satellite system with multiple sPot
beams we have to coPe with spot radius of
about 1000 km. A guard time of 7.2 ms is
therefore necessary, corresponding to 1950
bits. Of course, in this case one slot is not
sufficient and even one frame (4'6i"5 ms) is
shorter than the necessary guard time. A,n even
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longer guard time is necessary when using a
satel-lite with a single beam covering Europe
(Eurobeam), Therefore a different approach is
reguired in the access state of the satellite
system. ?wo alternatives are possible.

1) Carrier reservation for the access state

We shall consider here the case of a
satel-lite system with multiple spot beams. The
extension of the synchronization procedure to
a Eurobeam system is straightforward.

A. complete carrier is reserved for the
access procedure in the satellite system for
each spot (Access Carrier). This Access Car-
rier is subdivided in Access Timeslots cor-
responding to two GSÌl frames, whose duration
of 9.23 ms is sufficient for the necessary
guard time and the À,ccess Burst duration. The
Access Timeslots are simply derived by the l"1S

terminal from the received timing signals from
the saÈelLite, for exampJ.e detecting the start
of even (or odd) frames. Successively, the
satellite sysÈem receiving the .Àccess Burst
measures (on board or at an earth sÈation) the
estimated round trip delay (satellire-Ms-
satellite) and sends t'he corresponding infor-
mation to the Ì1S, that can thus start using
Èhe burst format of the GSÌI system.

2\ Cooperation with a positioning systen

If an autonomous positioning system (e.9.
like the Global Positioning System or a
similar one) is available at the MS, Èhe
mobile position can be known with a sufficient
accuracy (i.e. within a radius of about 35 kn)
to all-ow for the use of the same GSll procedure
in the access sLate.

3.1.1 lgrfqlgance Analysis of the Sa
Ac

The À.ccess Burst is transmitted by the Ms
after the detecÈion of the start of the even
(or odd) frames. Due to the random spreading
of the mobiles throughout the spot, the starts
of transmission of the Access Burst are likely
to be random points within the two frame
period of thè A,ccess Timeslot. Therefore, as a
first order approxjmation, we can assume the
.Àloha model to represent this transmission
procedure.

The GSM Recommendations assume as a
reference load for the traffic model for MS
originating calLs an average BHCA (Busy Hour
Ca1I Attempt) ranging from 1,2 to 4. Taking a
mean value of 2.4 BHCA, this corresponds to
0.666 10-3 attenpt/s for each MS. The A,ccess
Burst duration is 0.325 ms. This leads to an

,\ccess Traf f ic,/Subscriber: 0.215 pErl/Sub

The maximum throughput of an À1oha system is
0.18 t3l. Therefore in the Access State the
satelfite system has the

830 000 subscribers

The average time reguired to successfully
transmit the Access Burst is given by

T=d+!+R.d

where

is the collision dètection delay,
is the burst transmission time

(= 0.325 ns),
Rx is the average number of retransmissions.

In Èhe above formula the contribuLion of
the retransmission time interval in case of
co.Llision has been neg'Iected, as in satellite
system it is much small"er than the coflision
detection delay (a few milliseconds with
respect to hundreds milLiseconds).

In pracÈice a satellite system will
operate in a 1ow traffic load, i,e. with a
throughput less than 0.1. For low traffic
intensity, Èhe average number of retransm.is-
sions can be estimated to be less than 0 "25
t3l. The approximate value of d is 260ms if
the round trip delay is measured on board or
520rns if it is measured at an ES. Therefore
the average delay time is in Èhe trso cases
respectS-veIy

T - 325 ms or 550 ms

3.2 Satellite confiqurations

oiffer'ent scenarios can be envisaged for
a satellite system integrated with the ter-
restrial GSM netvrork! transparent saÈelIite,
satelLite with limited on board processing and
satellite with enhanced on board processing.

The three alternatives have ciifferent
operaÈionaI capabilities and can be assumed as
three possible steps for the implementation of
a satellite system integrated with the GSU
network, basèd on the avaiLable technolog'y"

3.2.L Tr@

A. number of different architectures can
be envisaged, They all assume a single bearn
for the fixed EarÈh Stations (ESs) 121.

4,1 - Only one ES for the whole system; a
single Eurobeam for mobiles.

À2 - Only one ES; nultiple sPot beams for
mobiles.

In both solutions the ES is Èhe unigue
interface with the terrestrial GSM network:
all the traffic tolfrom mobiles thaÈ uses the
saÈellj.te passes through this station, whose
role is siroilar to a GSM Base Station (with
its associated MSC) that now controls all the
spot beams instead of the ce11s. lt must be
noted that these solutions have very long ter-
restrial tails from the ES to the end u§ers

d
b

Capacity: 0.18/0.216 106 =
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and may not be accePt.able for the management
problems associated h'ith the presence of the
different À.dministrations in Europe. In addi-

the conpl-exity of the ES. It also provides
end-to-ènd connections with relatively shorÈ
terre§tria1 tails and allows for direct MS-
to-l'Is communications through the satellite"

lloreover a reallocation of resource§
(channels) among the various ESs to improve
Ètre system efficiency is now possible through
the ground control station and it is very easy
to lncrease the number of fixed ESs as
required.

3.2.3 Satellite with enhanced on board
processinq (D)

With respect to C, this solution adds
other processing capabilities on board in or-
der to reduce the double-hop connection for
some signalling functions required by the in-
tegrated sysÈem. This is of course the most
po*erful system with optimized pgrformances,
àvoidinE the delay of the double hop connec-
tion for signaling information management. "Àt
the moment this solution can be considered as
a long term solution, whose feasibilitl ald
convenience wilÌ depend on the advances of the
on board processing technology and the in-
Legrated system operational requirements.

4. S.àTEI,LTTE SYSTE}i PER.FORI{ANCE

The performance of a satelliÈe system
cooperating with the terrestrial GSI'I network
is reported, as an example, considering llre
present bandwidth allocation for a land mobile
Àatellite system 7 Vlltz at t band 141" The dif-
ferent alteinatives described in sect. 3 will
be evaluated with the follo$ring assumptions:

- Bandwidth! ? UHz (fulI duptex) at L bandi
- Ca*ier spacingz 20A kÉz
- Beam configurations: Eurobeam, 7 spot

beams. 12 spot beams (Figs. 3 and 4)
- Prequency reuse (spot beams cases) ! 3

groups of carriers
- lfultiPle access: TDMA with I channels Per

carriér, with the same format as the GSM

tion solution 4.1 can
capacity,

provide a Iimited

81 - l.{ultiple ESs in the sing].e beam (e.9. as
many as the numbèr of spots for mobiles ) ;
multipLe spot beams for mobiÌes.
fhis sol"ution assumes that the traffic
directed to mobiles of a given spot pass
through the ES l-ocated in (or closest to;
that spoÈ. The satellite simply acts as a
repeater connecting a MS in a given spot.
with its closest ES, which again performs
the functions of a GSU BS now controlling
only one spot. In this case, too, we have
long terresÈrial tails foi traffic
directed outside the spot of the MS.
However, due to the traffic distribution
t2l t6l, they are likely to occur in-
frequently and may become acceptable.

82 - l{ultiple ES'st multiple spot beams for
mobiles.
To reduce the terrest,rial tails this
solution assumes that the mobiles are
connected to the ES closest to the end
user. To simplify the constraints on the
synchronization procedure among all the
ESs accessing the satellite in TDIi{À,, a
fixed number of carriers can be assigned
to each combinat,ion of Es-spot. This
fixed assignment may lead to an ineffi-
cient system if a small- number of car-
riers is available through the sateLlite.

83 - Uultipfe ESs; mulÈiple spot beams for
mobiles.
The inefficieney of solution 82 can be
eliminated using an unconstrained TDM.A
access from ES to !1S: this however in-
creases the complexity of the ES [2].
.As a final remark, in any configuration

the transparent satellite alternatj.ve simply
substitutes the GSlr network link MS-BS-MSC
§ith the satellite link MS-ES. .e'11 Èhe network
functions remain under the responsibility of
the terrestria] GSM network.

fhe transparent satellite alternative aI-
Lows for the communication with mobiles in
areas covered by the satellite and not by the
GSM network. but, for practical reasons, it
cannot be used for direct US-to-US communica-
tion through the satellite.

3.2"2 Satellite with limited on board
processi

In addition to multiple ESs and mul"tiple
spot beams for mobiles, we assume a satellite
with a base-band on board processing in charge
of switching the caIls. À.11 the functions
reguired for call routing and system manaqe-
ment can be provided on ground at a conÈrol
center through a double-hop connection.

The uplinks and downlinks between the
satellite and the MSs are in TDMA, on mul-tip1e
carriers, as in the GSM system. The uplinks
and downlinks between the satellite and the
fixed ESs are in TDMA on a high-rate unigue
carrier. The on board switching function
provides for the correct connections between
the links on the ES side and the links on the
tls side. This technical solution simplifies

- The system capacity is assumed to be
Iinited onJ.y by the number af available
channels télfron mobiles: in other words
the link to/from the ESs is assumed to
have the necessary bandwidth (operating
at Ka or Ku band) and a full connectivity
is assumed on board the satellite.

Table L shows the performance of each satel-
lite eonfiguration. Greater details are
reported in [2].

The number of subscribers refers to a
blocking probability (grade of servicel "t ??,
accordi;g to the -Erlang-B formula [5]. .The
last column (system R) gives the maximum
capacity of i.né system when bandwidth real-
loèatioir among the spot beams for mobiles is
employed: thé result refers to the limiting
caàe òf maximum reallocation of the available
channels. The result for the system alterna-
tive 82 has been obÈained assuming a traffic
distribution of 95t in the same sPot and 5t
uniformly distrj.buted anong the oÈher spots

systemi
- Subscriber

mErl/sub.
traffic intensity: 20
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t6l.
Peak power indicates the RF power

reguired at the MS during the burst transmis-
sion in the TDMA frame. The mean RF power
reguired at the mobile transmitter is there-
fore approximately l/8 of the peak power.

CCITT Recommendatj_on G.114 suggests a
maximum delay for speech of 400ms. GSM Recom-
mendations assume a delay of approximately
90ms for the speech transmission betsTeen the
ì,1S and the BS (or the MSC), including signal
processing and transmission, With 260rns of
signal delay through Èhe satellite, CCfTT
Recommendation can be saÈisfied only avoidi_ng
a double 9Oms contribution to ihe overali
delay. As shown in [ 2 ] , onÌy conf j-gurations
82, 83, Cr D and R can avoid the doubte
contribution.

5. CONCLUSTONS

The basic idea for a satellite system in-
tegrated with the'terrestrial GSI'{ network is
Èo provide as far as possible conmonality of
functions beÈween Èhe eguipment of the GSM
system and the one of t,he satellite system.

In the proposed alternatives Èhis has
been achieved by using as far as possible the
same protocoLs for the sateÌlite and the GSM
systems. The conmon protocols include aI1 the
functions at layers 2 and 3 and the majority
of functions at Ìayer 1. The dj-fferences at
layer 1 between the two systems are the RF
band used and the synchronization procedurè
for the random access protocol employed in the
call sètup reguest phase. Therefore the MSs
and the ESs can share the equipment for the
cotnmon protocoLs and different implementations
are limited to the RF part and the random
access synchronization protocol

The results suggest some of the proposed
alternatives as feasible soLutions for the in-
tegration of a satellite system with the ter-
restrial GSM network for Land mobile
communications.
The main technical advanLages are:

- only one mobile terminal is required for
the satelÌi-te and the GSI'{ systems, making
it aÈtractive for its potential low costi

- the ESs of the satellite system are
similar to the GSM BS and MSC switching
centres: this avoids an expensivè
development for the ESs that can be
adapted from the GSì,I BS and MSC stations
and may even be col,ocated with some of
them saving the conmon parts.

The main operational benefits that could be
achieved are the extension of the mobile serv-
ices with the GSM standards to:

- not yet covered Yiestern Europe areasi
- Eastern Europe and North À.frica areas;
- aeronautical and maritime mobiles, so

that a unified integrated
land/aeronautical/maritime system (LA}l
systen) could be concej_ved for a1l
mobiles.

On the basis of the subscrj.bers capacity of-
fered by the systems and RF power reguired at
the mobile terminals, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn:

i) Solution À,1 . the simpl,est one, may be
considered only for a demonstration
mission, but it is not adequate for an
operating system,

ii) Solutions B2 and 83 can be selected for
an operating system using a transparent
satellite, as they also can cope h/ith the
management problem associated with the
presence of several- different À.dministra-
tions in Europe.
It must be recalled that these sol-utions
do not allow a direct US-to-MS connection
through the satellite. For calls betvreen
two !1Ss using both the satellite and the
GSM systems, a de).ay smal]er than 400 ms
for speech can be g,uaranteed with the
configuration 83. Hohrever, considering
also that a call between t$ro MSs is
likely to occur relatively infreguently,
both solutions can be used for a first
generation of a satellite integrated
mobile communication system.

iii) Solution C with on board baseband sì^'itch-
ing functions is more attfactive in many
respects: it a11ows direct I{S-to-uS con-
nection (guaranteeing a delay for speech
smaller than 400 ms), simplifies the TDlrÀ
part of thé ES and is more flexible, as
new ESs may be added as reguired (further
reducing the terrestrial tails) and the
reallocation strateg.y becomes easier and
more efficient (granularity of one
channel ) "Due to the additional cost of the satel-
lite payload, Solution C may be more
adeqìrate for a system providing larger
subscribers capacities (e"9. those
opera.ting with larger bandwidths for
mobiles) and can be more attractive for a
second .generation of a satellite in-
tegrated nobile communication system.

It is clear that, with the current frequency
allocation at L band, a mobile satellite sys-
tem can only serve a small fraction of the
potential usèrs of the GSM system (estimated
in the order of milLions subscribers).
Nevertheless, the capacity of the satelfite
system can be sufficient to meet the needs of
users roaming through areas not covered by Èhe
GSM network, at least in early sÈages of
development of the land mobile conmunication
system. .At later stages, when the increased
demand for mobile communication services wilÌ
reguire higher capacity to the satellite
system, l-arger bandwidths will be necessary at
L band or at Ka or Ku bands

For the integrated L.AM system even with
the current frequency allocation at L band the
capacity provided by a satellite system could
be satisfactory for the smaller conmunities of
aeronautical and maritime users.

Of course, many problems are to be solved
for the integraÈed satellite-GSM systen to be-
come a reality. AtRong the main technical
problems ìre can mention the multipath fading,
the staggering of the Èransmission and recep-
tion at the l.{S to avoid the use of a duplexer,
the transmission interface at the ES to avoid
the double protocol conversion between GSM and
terrestrial networks standards and the antenna
characteristics at the IrIS" Al-l these aspects
need further detailed studies.
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